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Model 50 & Model 60 springs?
June 3 2009 at 5:56 PM

Alistair  (Login mfezi)

I have a Falke Modell 50 in working condition but it definitely needs a new spring and a service; anybody know if there are any modern-day springs that would fit? Similarly, I have a Modell
60 that has a broken spring. Any advice appreciated, thanks.
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Author Reply

Tom
 (Login Tom_DE)

Re: Model 50 & Model 60 springs? June 12 2009, 8:18 PM 

 
Probably for the Modell 50 parts of the "Diana 23" may fit, for the Modell 60 parts of the "Diana 25" 

 My Modell 70 has been repaired with parts of the "Diana 35" i bought here: 
 http://www.sportwaffen-schneider.de/index.php/cPath/40_91_150_1337 
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Alistair
 (Login mfezi)

Model 50 & Model 60 springs July 9 2009, 6:28 PM 

 
Thanks for the suggestion, I'll measure the springs and compare. My Dad said there were quite a few Falkes around when he was a youngster (South
Africa) so I'm going to see if I get a response by putting out 'wanted' ads.
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Kay
 (Login kayc825)

Model 50 springs June 18 2009, 10:59 AM 

 
I have a Model 50 that I rebuilt & bought all the replacement parts (seals, springs etc.) from Neels at Hot Power in Krugersdorp. Apparently most of the
parts are interchangeable with the Cecado 35.
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Alistair
 (Login mfezi)

Model 50 spring July 9 2009, 6:30 PM 

 
Excellent! Thanks for the info!
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Alistair
 (Login mfezi)

Model 50 spring July 11 2009, 5:21 PM 

 
Hi Kay, did you mean Gecado '23' (same as Diana 23) not Gecado '35'? I think the 35 is quite a lot bigger than the Falke 50 but I could be wrong. Have
you chronied your Model 50 since the rebuild? I would be interested in the velocities you are getting. Mine is doing 280fps with a 7.2gr pellet...surely
way under original specs.
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

I think you're right Alistair July 13 2009, 1:06 AM 

 
and the Falke 50 parts should be similar to the Diana 23, not the 35, which was a considerably larger rifle. As for velocity I couldn't say but you
may be interested to know that in his encyclopedia of spring guns, WHB Smith did mention an average velocity for one shot string with a Diana 23
of 372 fps, although he didn't specify the weight of the pellets.

  
The Falke forum, dedicated to Falke airguns 
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Alistair
 (Login mfezi)

Model 50 spring July 13 2009, 9:47 AM 

 
Thanks for the info Garvin. Many years ago I used the Model 50 to shoot rats (small ones!). Its small size makes it perfect for handling in
confined spaces and the risk of ricochet is less than high velocity airguns. However, at its current power I don't think it would be ethical for rats
even! If I could get it to shoot 7.2gr pellets at 350-400fps, then it would be perfect. I would like to restore the little rifle to original condition
if I can.
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